WIRELESS
CONNECTIVITY
With NFC temperature data loggers, you get the longest transit time,
widest temperature range, largest memory and battery life. You also
get versatility by simple data retrieval and report generation by using
NFC enabled smartphones with Blulog's bluTag app.

What
is

NFC?
Near Field Communication (NFC) is a wireless
communication protocol that allows two
devices, one of these devices is usually a
smartphone, to communicate with another. The
wireless distance between these two devices is
about 1 1/2" (40 mm).

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
Temperature scale:
Temperature range:
Measurement interval:
Memory capacity:
Resolution:
Average accuracy:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Radio frequency:
Protection class:
Encryption:
Time:
Data reading period
post end of rec:

°C
40°C to +70°C
10 min
185,000
0.1 °C
0.3 °C
85 x 55 x 5 mm
30g
869MHz
IP67
AES128
UTC
1 year

Free range:
Range in building:

700 meters
~200 meters

TEMPERATURE
DATA LOGGER
SECURE YOUR COLD CHAIN

Monitoring made easy
Many temperature data loggers in use today
require a USB port to retrieve the data after the
journey. This means the temperature logger
must be removed, a computer must be found,
software installed and trusted, all before you
can view the temperature data. New computers
that are purchased today have eliminated
featuring a USB A connector type meaning a
user of USB temperature data loggers will
struggle to find a computer to read the device.
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POWERED BY:

Small in size but
bigger inside
Large memory of up to 48,000 measurement
capacity + logistics data and Geolocalization at
each scan and automatic upload to cloud

Worry no more to
software cost and
monthly subscription fees
Using your NFC enabled device you can
manage your temperature data logging & live
monitoring system without paying expensive
subscription costs or data retention fees

Ready to use
Temperature
Data Report
Alert Diodes
A diode can be personalized, it indicates
immediately if the cold chain has been
breached. Text or email alert will be also
send if there’s a temperature excursion.

You can access anytime anywhere your full
history strip chart record conditions
throughout the installed life of NFC Data
Logger. Narrow down into a specific date and
time range for finer resolution detail and
export the data into a PDF report, CSV or XLS
data file.

IP67 Certified

Fully Compliant
with HACCP Rules

Most NFC loggers have non-or limited
resistance to environment conditions. Our
loggers are water-proof, as well as shock
and vibration resistant

You can safely use the NFC data loggers in
the following environments. They are
compliant with the HACCP, GDP and EN
12830 regulations

